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Abstract. Data scientists today have to query an avalanche of multi-
source data (e.g., data lakes, company databases) for diverse analytical
tasks. Data discovery is labor-intensive as users have to find the right
tables, and the combination thereof to answer their queries. Data discov-
ery systems automatically find and link (e.g., joins) tables across various
sources to aid users in finding the data they need. In this paper, we
outline our ongoing efforts to build a data discovery by example system,
DICE, that iteratively searches for new tables guided by user-provided
data examples. Additionally, DICE asks users to validate results to im-
prove the discovery process over multiple iterations.
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1 Introduction

Developing an end-to-end analytic pipeline consists of a number of different oper-
ations on the data. One component that is widely recognized as a bottleneck for
data scientists, is the time spent discovering and preparing the data needed for
their analyses [8, 9]. A key step in prepartion is finding and linking the relevant
datasets one would need for the task at hand, which when performed manually
tends to be both onerous and error-prone [2].

Due to the importance of data discovery, there have been several recent
efforts to facilitate it [2, 3, 6]. Aurum[2] exposes a query API for users to query a
graph representation of the data, which captures column similarity and PK-FK
relationships. However, the burden is still on the user to write the code to discover
and collect the relevant data. In another approach, DoD[4] asks users to provide
a schema of the view they are looking for, and the system attempts to find the
required joins necessary to produce it. Auto-Join [11] performs transformations
on data columns to make them match other key columns and hence make them
joinable. However, Auto-Join does not deal with querying the produced data.

Consider the tables in Figure 1. Suppose we have the following query Q1:
“Get me the list of papers co-authored by DB faculty at CSAIL and non-CSAIL
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faculty_info table faculty_affiliations table

dblp_entries table dblp_authors table

fid

(Author)

aidpid

fid First Name Last Name

1 Samuel Madden

2 Michael Stonebraker

fid Author Lab

1 Samuel Madden Databases

2 Michael Stonebraker Databases

aid Author Affiliation

1 Samuel Madden CSAIL

2 Mourad Ouzzani QCRI

3 Nan Tang QCRI

4 Michael Stonebraker CSAIL

5 Raul Fernandez U. Chicago

aid pid

1 1

2 1

3 1

4 1

5 1

Title pid
Dataset-On-Demand: Automatic 
View Search and Presentation for 

Data Discovery

1

Authors Paper Affiliation

Sam 
Madden

Dataset-On-Demand: Automatic View Search and 
Presentation for Data Discovery

CSAIL

Mourad 
Ouzzani

Dataset-On-Demand: Automatic View Search and 
Presentation for Data Discovery

QCRI

EX1:

Fig. 1. Example PK-FK join path across different tables

authors”. If the user knows every table in the data lake, then, it’s straightforward
to write a SQL query to answer the query. However, the number of tables in
data lakes can be unbounded, which renders manual inspection impractical. A
data discovery system that can aid in finding the PK-FK join paths (arrows in
Figure 1) makes it easier for a user to know which tables join to what others, and
then the user can write queries on top of that pre-processed data. However, the
user still needs to write the queries, which in many cases can be time-consuming
and cumbersome (i.e., the user does not know all the tables, and the relationships
thereof), based on the level of depth and complexity of those relationships.

We are working on DICE (Data Discovery by Example), a system that
enables data discovery by example, wherein the user provides a set of desired
records as examples, and the system then automatically fetches the relevant
tables/columns, which would require doing joins between columns of different
tables. For instance, to express Q1, the user could provide two example records
of the desired output (EX1 in Figure 1) from which DICE extracts values and
properties (e.g., DICE would notice that the values in affiliation can be different
in EX1) to look up relevant tables in the data lake, and then construct join paths.
The lookup function in DICE supports both exact and similarity matching.

From our ongoing engagement with one large organization, we have learned
that being able to search data by example would be a highly desirable improve-
ment for data analysts, as opposed to their current method of writing queries
which requires explicit knowledge of the underlying data organization.
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Fig. 2. General workflow of DICE

2 System Overview

Figure 2 outlines the overall workflow of DICE. In a nutshell, DICE does not
perform data discovery in one shot, but instead is an interactive system. DICE
interacts with the user in two ways: (1) by requesting example records; and
(2) by asking them to validate constructed join paths. After each iteration the
user can decide to either stop the search, or prompt DICE to look for more
candidate tables and join paths.

As mentioned above, the first step is for the user to provide a table (see
EX1 in Figure 1) as input containing a set of example records. After extracting
the values and properties from the example, DICE fetches relevant tables from
the data lake. DICE then attempts to construct PK-FK relationships from the
columns of the extracted tables. DICE then constructs sample records from the
selected join paths, presents them to the user and based on the user’s (Yes/No)
feedback on each record, fetches more tables or stops the search if the user is
satisfied with the results. The user may also supply additional examples after
each iteration. Given this design we note the following challenges:

– Extracting the values/properties from the user’s example records:
Interpreting example records can be ambiguous. For instance, in Figure 1,
the example EX1 could mean: “get me all papers co-authored by DB CSAIL
faculty and non-CSAIL authors” or “get me all papers written by anybody
in Databases” or “get me all papers co-authored by Samuel Madden and
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Mourad Ouzzani”. Therefore, primitives are needed so the user can express
their “intent” over the provided examples.

– Initial search region: Initially, DICE has to fetch a set of tables, and
try to link them together. If too many tables match the user’s examples,
choosing the correct subset of tables for the user to consider first, can be
challenging. The initial search region (first tables to consider in the lake) is
key because DICE builds on it for its subsequent searches by expanding it
to include more tables.

– Minimizing the user’s input: DICE needs to actively involve the user
by selecting “interesting” and relevant records for validation. Additionally,
DICE will need to be able to ask the user for more examples if the current
examples are too broad or limited for the search. It is crucial to minimize
the user’s interactions while attempting to maximize the value of the user’s
feedback, when needed.

2.1 Knowledge Graphs

In addition to the relational data model, we are also looking into how DICE
could be used in other data models. For instance, a knowledge graph encodes en-
tities (nodes) and the properties that connect them (edges). In this case, DICE
is not looking for PK-FK relationships, but for any relationship between nodes
in the graph (paths). This makes the problem more challenging because DICE
has to select only relevant paths to consider (which would require a measure of
interestingness attributed to different paths). Once determined, DICE can then
build records from those paths to present samples to the user.

3 Benefits of DICE

Using a discovery tool such as DICE, can provide users with a number of ben-
efits:

– Simplifying data discovery: By allowing users to specify examples of the
data output they would like, DICE greatly reduces the number of iterations
between the user and system. The user helps define the high-level data dis-
covery task and the system provides viable alternative outputs for the user
to choose between, allowing for a quick narrow-down to the most relevant
alternative.

– Improving data aggregate sensitivity: In many computing environ-
ments, while individual records may not present concerns, aggregation of
different types of data can lead to policy or security violations. For example,
integration of different non-sensitive datasets may lead to sensitive outputs.
Consider a medical scenario in which a user is trying to integrate data from
Table 1 and Table 2. Suppose Table 1 consists of columns (PatientID, Pa-
tient Name, Patient Gender) and Table 2 consists of columns (PatientID,
Patient Date of Birth, Patient Age). If a researcher is interested in looking
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at the distribution of gender and age within the datasets, they may attempt
to do a “join” on Table 1 and Table 2 using the PatientID. Very often,
combining Patient Name and Date of Birth can lead to sensitive Personally
Identifiable Information (PII). Using a tool like DICE, the user could spec-
ify a priori that they are looking only for (Gender, Age) and DICE can
filter data appropriately before aggregating.

– Improved policy compliance: In many environments, data is distributed
across different systems with different owners. These data owners may not
wish to provide unfettered access to traditional data discovery tools. In
which case, they could expose only a subset of their data or metadata about
their system. DICE could use this limited information to construct “safely”
pruned datasets for the data scientist. If any of these are of interest, the data
scientist can then reach out to data owners for greater access.

– Working well within polystore or multistore environments: Data
distributed across heterogeneous systems, as seen in polystores [5] and multi-
store environments [10], pose new challenges for data discovery. A tool such
as DICE would improve data integration across these heterogeneous sys-
tems. For example, the applications described in [7, 1], leverage data stored
in disparate data management systems. For a data scientist to find data of
interest, they must manually query each individual system (or write a poly-
store query that speaks to multiple, different backend systems). In this case
as well, DICE could create these queries for the data scientist in order to
help them find the specific data products of interest.

4 Conclusion

DICE is an interactive, user-in-the-loop, data discovery by example system. In
this paper we presented a quick walkthrough of the workflow of DICE as well as
the challenges associated with its implementation. We are currently working with
one large-scale organization to implement DICE on their data lake, but believe
that DICE may have widespread value and application to other organizations
as data storage continues to grow in both complexity and distribution.
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